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Each year, the Mount Everest Foundation supports a number of expedi
tions undertaking exploration in one form or another amongst the

high mountains of the world. As well as 'Approval' - which in itself some
times has the effect of opening other purses - most expeditions also receive
a grant, usually ranging between £200 and £1500. Whilst this only repre
sents a small proportion of the overall cost of an expedition, the moral
support and the promise of a few hundred pounds during the preparatory
stages of an expedition can sometimes make the difference between it
going and not going.

All that the MEF asks in return is a comprehensive report. Once received,
copies are lodged with the Alpine Club Library, the Royal Geographical
Society and the British Mountaineering Council where they are avail
able for consultation by future expeditioners. In addition, some reports
have recently been lodged with the Alan Rouse Memorial Collection in
Sheffield Central Library.

The following notes are based on reports that have been received during
1996, and are divided into geographical areas.

America - North

96/14 Mount King George Paul Knott (with Ade Miller). May-June
1996

This two-man team hoped to make the first ascent of the NE Ridge of
Mount King George, 3741m, in the St Elias mountains of Yukon. With
horrendous seracs and weather conditions, they abandoned their attempt
at 3l20m. They were more successful on their secondary objectives,
making the first ascent of Peak 3089m and a new route (via the S Ridge
and Peak 3118m) on Mount Queen Mary, 3928m. The walk-out was
traditional for this leader - 50km down the Hubbard Glacier, using a
I: I 000000 map!

96125 British Central Alaska Range 1996 Geoff Hornby (with Andy
Brash, Paul Ramsden and Susie Sammut). April-May 1996

Soon after being dropped on Ruth Glacier, the leader of this team devel
oped severe respiratory problems, so he left (with his wife) to seek medical
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attention. The remaining pair climbed the standard W Ridge route to the
western summit of Moose's Tooth, 2981 m. They then flew round to the
Kahiltna Glacier from which they made the first ascent of the S Ridge of
Mt Crosson, 3901 m: from here they continued up the Sultana Ridge to Mt
Foraker, 5304m, returning by the same route.

96126 Alaskan Big Wall 1996 Dr Noel Craine (with Roger 'Strappo'
Hughes, Steve Quinlan and Jim Surette). May-June 1996

This team of two British and two American climbers originally planned
to attempt a new route on the S Face of Mt Dickey, 2909m, in Ruth Gorge,
climbing in pairs. This is one of the largest Big Walls to be found in a
mountain environment. However, with temperatures rarely dipping below
freezing, there was a high risk of rockfall, so Craine and Surette decided to
attempt a slender overhanging pillar on the E Face of Mt Barrille instead.
But a combination of huge crevasses, broken seracs and 'a fairly high level
of fear' prevented them even reaching the foot of this route. Meanwhile,
after very enjoyable climbing (mainfy A I-A3), the team on Dickey hit very
rotten rock some 500m (less than halfway) up the face and reluctantly aban
doned the attempt.

96128 Alaskan Sun 96 Austin Harley (with Stewart Anderson, Colin Lyon
and Bryan Shedden). May-June 1996

Plans to make the first British ascent of a series of routes from Ruth
Glacier had to be abandoned in view of the high avalanche risk caused by
unseasonably warm weather. As a consolation, some exploration was car
ried out on the Buckskin Glacier east of the Moose's Tooth and Broken
Tooth.

America - South

96121 Sheffield ViIcanota 1996 Simon Cooke (with Phil Bent, Dr James
Hall, Gordon Midgeley, Nick Wallis) July-August 1996

From a previous visit to the N side of the Colque Cruz Range (between
Cuzco and Titicaca), members of this team identified several peaks whose
south faces awaited first ascents from an as yet unvisited valley. They made
the first ascent of Pata Anata, 5400m, and then turned their attention to
higher peaks. They climbed high on several, but aborted short of their
summits because of crevasses and other objective dangers. They reached
5400m on Horrorhorn (5852m), 5500m on Cayangate I (611Om), and 6085m
on Nevado Chumpe (6106m).

Antarctica

96/1 PeIagic Antarctic 1996 Julian Freeman-Attwood (with Crag Jones).
January-March 1996
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Although only c7S0m high, the impressive Cape Renard Towers (aka
'Una's Tits') more than make up for this by their remoteness. The journey
from Tierra del Fuego to Antarctica was made on the sailing vessel Pelagic
with Skip Novak. Once there, the team tackled the N Face of the Main
Tower. After 17 pitches of hard mixed climbing (HYS/E I rock and Scottish
IVIV ice), a combination of adverse weather and powder snow on the
rock pitches forced a retreat from a point 200m below the summit. Despite
three weeks on the mountain, bad weather defeated all further attempts
and a Force 10 added to the excitement of the sail back to civilisation.

Greenland and Arctic Areas

96/7 North Wales Southern Greenland Nigel Shepherd (with Louise
Thomas, Mike 'Twid' Turner and Ian Wilson). June-July 1996

Five precious days of this expedition were spent waiting for pack ice to
clear before they could land on the eastern shore of Tasermiut Fjord. Once
there they split into two climbing pairs, Shepherd and Wilson attempting
the right-hand tower of Nalumasortoq, while Thomas and Turner concen
trated on the other peaks. Progress by the former pair was curtailed after
eight pitches when Shepherd injured his back and ankle in a !Om fall.
Thomas and Turner were more successful, making the second ascent of
the 1300m Moby Dick on Ulamertorssuaq and then climbing a 6S0m new
route, Umwelten (ED/ESIAI), up the crack system between the left and
central towers of Nalumasortoq, 204Sm, to a point well above the col,
finishing just below the summit of the left-hand tower.

96/16 Torssuqaatoq Spires 96 Dr Simon Inger (with Chris Bedford,
Henry Lickorish and Alastair Mitchell). July-August 1996

This was a very successful exploratory mountaineering trip to the Cape
Farewell area of Greenland. With good weather on some 70% of the days,
the team completed ten mixed routes (from F to TD-) on seven previously
unclimbed peaks with heights ranging between 1000m and ISSOm.

96/19 Oxford University Schweizerland 96 Richard Pash (with Ian
Brewer, Rupert Finn, Steve Fisher, Lucy Pash and Cynnedd Richards) July
August 1996

With the declared aim of making at least ten first ascents, it might have
been thought that this team was being somewhat optimistic. In the event,
despite regular blizzards, they climbed no less than 28 routes, of which 26
reached summits and 24 were first ascents. The peaks - mostly unnamed 
were between lSOOm and 226Sm high, and involved climbing up to AD+.
They also collected snow samples for analysis back in the UK.
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96127 SMC Greenland 1996 Colwyn Jones (with ran Angell, John
Bickerdike, Gordon MacKenzie, Susan MacKenzie, Jonathan Preston,
Stephen Reid and Brian Shackleton). July-August 1996

This club expedition hoped to make first ascents of a number of peaks in
the Central Staunings Alps. Much of their activity centred on a ridge res
embling an eagle lying on its back, which they called D0d0enryggen (Dead
Eagle Ridge). From this they climbed Susan's Peak, 2238m, (PO),
Aliertinde, 2580m, (AD+), Annsketinde, 2460m, (D), and Hjornespids,
2860m, (TD+), and several minor pinnacles. The entire party also climbed
Danketinde, 2795m, the highest peak in the area, two making the first ascent
of its NW Ridge (TO).

Himalaya - India

96/12 Changabang 1996 Julie-Ann Clyma (with Brendan Murphy, Roger
Payne and Andy Perkins). May-June 1996
With its dramatic profile, Changabang, 6864m, has attracted several strong
parties of British climbers in the past, but it lies in an area of East Garhwal
which has been closed for some years. This area is now open again - subject
to an additional IMF 'handling fee' - and this team hoped to make the first
ascent of the very steep l300m North Face. Unfortunately, Andy Perkins
had contracted salmonella during the approach, and although they all
completed a major portion of the route, he became so ill that the attempt
had to be abandoned at c6200m.

96124 Scottish Himalayan 1996 Graham Little (with Jim Lowther and
Scott Muir) September-October 1996

Two days before this team was due to depart for an attempt on Gupta
Peak, c5880, in East Kishtwar, they received a fax indicating that the
Government of India had not accorded clearance. Incredibly, within those
two days a new objective was found, researched and permission received.
KulIu Eiger, 5646m, flanking the S side of the Parvati Valley, was named
by Charles Ainger in 1970, but still waited its first ascent. In a four-day
round trip, the steep 1900m N face was climbed at an overall Alpine grade
of TO, with rock to El / A 1 and ice/mixed to Scottish Grade V.

Himalaya - Nepal

95/6 British Hiunchuli Dave Lewis (with AlIan Dishington, Heike
Neumann and Max Jones). November 1995-January 1996

This winter expedition planned to acclimatise on the 'trekking peak' of
Tharpu Chuli, 5550m, and then make the first ascent of a couloir line on
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the N side of Hiunchuli, 6441 m. They were thwarted by deep uncon
solidated snow on both peaks, with very low temperatures and strong winds
higher up, so failed to get above 5300m. However, they found (and photo
graphed) footprints of a yeti leading into a cave at 5500m. The yeti was not
at home when they visited the cave.

95110 Yorkshire Ramblers Club Dorje Lakpa Ged Campion (with Bruce
Bensley, David Hick, Howard Humphries, Frank Milner, Stewart Muir,
Richard Newman and Graham Salmon). October-November 1995

This club expedition hoped to make the first official British ascent of
Dorje Lakpa, 6980m, in the Jugal Himal. Approaching from the south,
they attempted to climb the peak by its West Ridge. They experienced a
heavy snowfall which produced a massive cornice, making it impossible to
stick to the crest. The attempt was abandoned at 6100m when the ridge
became much steeper and was threatened by avalanches.

95/37 British Gaurishankar 1995 Nick Harper (with Geoff Alman,
Andrew Forsyth, Richard Harrison, George Healy, Jago Trasler and Kevin
Wilson). September-November 1995

Ideas of attempting the West Face of this striking 7l34m peak were
scrapped when it was realised that the approach might take three weeks.
Permission was therefore obtained to transfer to the SE Ridge instead. The
only viable access to this was over Terseringma, 6333m, which they climbed
with difficulty owing to weather conditions, falling rock and the necessity
of using much fixed rope. From the top, the SE Ridge of Gaurishankar
looked most unstable, so no further progress was made.

96/4 British Police Himalayan Jonathan Wakefield (with Peter Cox,
Mark Hamilton, John Mydway, Chris Smith, Paul Vardon and Glen Wilks)
September-November 1996. (See article 'The Remotest Eight-thousander', pp
71-75.)

This experienced team planned to climb the virgin E Ridge of Manaslu,
8163m. However, on arrival in Kathmandu, they were told that they would
only be allowed to attempt the NE Face. Although initial good weather
gave way to snow and high winds, the leader and his sirdar reached 7650m,
where they bivvied for the night in preparation for a summit attempt.
Unfortunately, next morning the sirdar was suffering from high-altitude
cerebral oedema, so an immediate descent was necessary. There was no
time to make another bid.

96/6 Pumori South Buttress '96 Joe Simpson (with Ray Delaney, Rick
Potter and lan Tattersall) October-November 1996

Although Pumori, 7165m, has been climbed by a number of different
routes in the last 34 years, the South Buttress has so far resisted all corners.
The monsoon in 1996 was the heaviest and latest for 40 years, resulting in
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deep and dangerous snow conditions, particularly in the Khumbu. However,
with time running out, conditions improved slightly, and an attempt to reach
the summit was mounted by Simpson and Tattersall. Unfortunately this
had to be abandoned at 61 50m when the latter became ill.

96/9 British Ama Dablam 1996 Chris Comerie (with George Armstrong,
Mark Bryan, Paul Cleary and Ian Hey) October-November 1996

This team, attempting the NW Ridge of Ama Dablam, 6828m, was also
affected by the late monsoon, which deposited deep unconsolidated snow
on top of very steep granite: at times they had to tunnel their way up the
route, looking for weaknesses in the rock. After 25 days of this they reached
a knife-edge snow an~te at 5800m which shook when they crossed it, so
they agreed that it was too dangerous to continue. They consoled themselves
with the fact that this was the highest that any team had reached on the NW
Ridge.

HimaIaya - China and Tibet

96/17 British Tibet 1996 Dr Charles Clarke (with Chris Bonington)
August 1996

It seems incredible that a mountain range similar in length to the Nepal
Himalaya had never been visited by Western mountaineers, but that was
the case with the Nyain-Qen-Tanglha range in central Tibet, some 400km
NE of Lhasa. This intrepid pair therefore set out to reconnoitre the range,
and hopefully discover a feasible route up the highest mountain, Sepu
Kangri, 6950m. Journeying by jeep, on foot and on horseback, they
achieved those aims, and plan to return in 1997 to attempt the peak, known
to the locals as 'The Great Snow Mountain with the Sacred Lake'.

Karakoram - Pakistan

9S/lS Durham University Karakoram Jonathan Freeman (with John
Jacques, Dante Mantella and Simon Williams). July-August 1995

This group of university graduates and undergraduates planned to study
the geological evolution of the Nanga Parbat syntaxis, a unique structure
in the Karakoram mountains. However, to their surprise, the subject outcrop
was inaccessible in the field area, so they had to turn their attention to
other features. They concentrated on an igneous body (the Jutial Pluton)
exposed in the study area, which enabled them to study the evolution of
the syntaxis from a different perspective.

96/2 British Services Gasherbrum 11996 Col Meryon Bridges (with a
large group of mainly Service personnel). May-August 1996
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This team, consisting of 'the best mountaineers that the Services could
produce' experienced weather alternating between quite long good and bad
spells. A particularly heavy dump of snow hindered the establishment of
Camp 1, so they put in a temporary Camp 1/2 which subsequently proved
to be a useful staging post. Combining their efforts with a Spanish service
team, the 'Japanese Couloir' was eventually climbed, and the 8068m summit
achieved by Dan Carroll, John Doyle, Andy Hughes and Steve Hunt.

96/10 UK International K2 Harry Taylor (with Rick AlIen, Maciej
Berbeka, Andy Parkin, Mike Smith and Brian Tilley) July-September 1996

The original intention of this team was to make the first ascent of the E
Face of K2, 8611 m, but after reaching a height of 6200m it was felt that the
danger of avalanche made the route unacceptable in summer. The steep
mixed ground of the East Rib was next climbed to 6300m before this was
abandoned for a similar reason. The Basque Route appeared to offer a
safer line, and on this they reached 6400m before the weather broke.
Meanwhile, AlIen and Berbeka were on the Abruzzi Ridge to acclimatise
and recce the descent route. With unusually high daytime temperatures
they climbed by night, but nevertheless initiated a major avalanche and
were swept 400m from their 6500m high point, Berbeka sustaining serious
spinal injuries.

96/11 Pute Towers Peter Thompson (with Tom Goodwin, Sugar Gouws,
Pete Scott and Sam Stacey) June-September 1996.

The Pute Towers and other unclimbed peaks of the Batura Mustagh
provided this international team with a target for their expedition to the
western Karakoram. Despite suffering bad weather for much of the time,
they succeeded in making the first ascent of Pute Tower No 3, the second
highest at 5800m, and Gutum Talji, 5500m, and Batokshe, c6000m .

96/13 British Women's Sat Marao 96 Penny Clay (with Annabelle
Barker, Mary Twomey and Janet Vince). July-August 1996

Maps of the area surrounding the Sat Marao Glacier (north of Chalt) are
vague and confused, so this team hoped to clarify the situation, and climb
some of the surrounding mountains as well. In the only break in the weather
they made the second ascent of Kuti Dorkush, c5900m, by an unclimbed
snow/ice couloir on the S Face to join the SW Ridge, a route with high
stonefall and some avalanche risk. They descended to the NW, using the
route by which the mountain was first climbed in 1994.

This expedition received the MEF Alison Chadwick Memorial Grant
for 1996.

96/15 Latok/Ogre 1996 Andy MacNae (with Richard Cross, Matt
Dickenson, Adam Jackson, Brendan Murphy, Alan Powell, Nick Williams,
Dave Wills and Julian Wood. July-September 1996.
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By setting two separate targets, this leader hoped that at least one would
record success. Unfortunately, he injured an ankle early in the expedition.
In a spell of good weather, Murphy and Wills reached 6250m on the very
technical (Scottish VI) N Ridge of Latok I, 7145m, before heavy snow
stopped further progress. Meanwhile, on the SE Pillar of The Ogre, 7285m,
Dickenson and Powell reached 6900m (El/Scottish VI), before the snow
hit them as well. (See articles 'Latok 1', pages 98-101, and 'The Challenge of the
Ogre', pages 102-105:)

96123 British Nushik 1996 Dave Wilkinson (with Bill Church, Tony Park
and Colin Wells) July-August 1996

From the summit of Raramosh II in 1995, Wilkinson saw a prominent
summit c6000m in the distance that did not seem to be marked on any
map, so he determined to find and climb it. In the meantime he gave it the
temporary name 'Nushik' after a nearby pass. What he and his team found
was that the mystery peak was actually nearer to the Bolocho La, and could
not be reached from their base camp on the Kero Lungma Glacier. They
therefore turned their attention to peaks that were accessible. They made
first ascents of three, which they named Tsuntse Brakk, c5000m, Goma
Brakk, c5200m and Redakh Brakk, c6000m.

96129 Lobsang Spire/Grand Cathedral 1996 James Rowel (with Ethan
Jessup, Micah Jessup, Dave Martin, Christer Jansson and Marco Kupiainen.
June-July 1996.

This international team - 1 British, 3 Americans and 2 Swedes - hoped
to climb new Big Wall routes on Lobsang Spire, 5707m, and Grand
Cathedral, 5828m, from the Baltoro Glacier. After 7 pitches up to A3/E2/
6a, an attempt on the S Face of the former reached c5500m but they were
then confronted with an AS pitch on poor rock, plus a shortage of time and
food. They were therefore forced to withdraw without setting foot on Grand
Cathedral.

96/30 British Makrong Chhish 1996 Simon Yates (with Steve Sustad)
August-September 1996.

Despite several previous expeditions, Makrong Chhish, 6607m, still awaits
its first ascent. This strong team made two attempts, first climbing the NE
Ridge to join the E Ridge, where progress was curtailed at 5400m owing to
an unstable knife-edge snow arete. Their second attempt, using the SE
Ridge to access the E Ridge, reached 6400m where a combination of snow,
cold and poor weather conditions caused another retreat.
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Central Asia and the Far East
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96/3 Caucasus Ski Traverse 1996 John Kentish (with Steve Jennings and
Phil Wickens). March 1996

This party planned to make the first high level ski traverse of the central
section of the Russian Caucasus from Verkhny Balkaria in the east to Terskol
in the west. There were a number of team changes during the build-up to
the trip, but eventuaIIy the above three completed the most complex and
remote 136km central section between Bezingi Alpinists' Camp and
Verkhny Baksan. This involved a total ascent of over 5000m and took 11
days. (See article'A Ski Traverse of the Caucasus', pages 117-122.)

96/5 Irian Jaya 1995 Andy Eavis (with Pam Fogg, Tim Fogg, Robert
Hewat and Tony White) November-December 1996

As a result of information received from a 10caIIy based Australian caver,
this team visited Irian Jaya to investigate the caving potential of the area.
They explored and surveyed two major systems and a number of shafts, all
located high in the Central Highlands of Indonesia.

96/35 Highland Caves of Kalimantan Steve Jones (with Colin Boothroyd,
Pam Fogg, Tim Fogg, Georges Robert, Paul Seddon and John Wyeth).
July-August 1996

It was not until two weeks after their arrival in the Indonesian portion of
Borneo that this team obtained their permit to proceed to the previously
unexplored Muller Range of Eastern Kalimantan. Heavy rain, leeches,
food poisoning and suspected malaria then compounded their difficulties,
but despite this the expedition was a success. 8.5km of new passage were
explored, surveyed and photographed, and a valuable reconnaissance car
ried out in three other caves. Once the problems are forgotten, it seems
likely that a return trip will be made.

96/36 Yangtze Caves '96 Andy Eavis (with Dave Brook, Simon Brooks,
Tom Chapman, Paul Edmunds, Pete Francis, Ann GaIIagher, Alastair
Garman, Adrian Gregory, Peter Hall, Darren Harrison, Brian Judd, Ben
Lovett, Eoghan Lynch, Kirsten McCuIlough, Steve MulhuIl, Kevin Munn,
Jack Sheldon, Laurie May Sheldon, Kenny Taylor and J WaIIs) August
September 1996

Working in conjunction with local specialists, the China Caves Project
has been carrying out a systematic programme of exploration and scientific
research for some years. This large team, which included young cavers
new to overseas expeditions, visited Sichuan Province, where they explored,
photographed and surveyed over 22km of enormous cave passage. The
work in one of the main river caves could not be completed owing to an
excess of rain during the period. All the equipment was left in store for a
further visit.
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